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Abstract

Singing voice analysis has been a topic of research to assist several applications in the domain of music information
retrieval system. One such major area is singer identification (SID). There has been enormous increase in production
of movies and songs in Bollywood industry over the last 50 decades. Surveying this extensive dataset of singers, the
paper presents singer identification system for Indian playback singers. Four acoustic features namely—formants,
harmonic spectral envelope, vibrato, and timbre—that uniquely describe the singer are extracted from the singing
voice segments. Using the combination of these multiple acoustic features, we address the major challenges in SID
like the variations in singer’s voice, testing of multilingual songs, and the album effect. Systematic evaluation shows
the SID is robust against the variations in singer’s singing style and structure of songs and is effective in identifying
the cover songs and singers. The results are investigated on in-house cappella database consisting of 26 singers
and 550 songs. By performing dimension reduction of the feature vector and using Support Vector Machine
classifier, we achieved an accuracy of 86% using fourfold cross validation process. In addition, performance
comparison of the proposed work with other existing approaches reveals the superiority in terms of volume
of dataset and song duration.
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1 Introduction
A singing voice is the basic element of a song. Every
singer’s voice possesses certain specific acoustic features
which mark their individuality. These unique charac-
teristics of the singers can be utilized for various music
information retrieval (MIR) applications like singer iden-
tification, singer verification, identification of trained
and untrained singers, separation of singing voice from
accompanied music, singing voice detection, signal
enhancement, and many more [1].
The source of the singing voice is the vibrating vocal

folds that produce the air pulses in the vocal tract which
generates the sound [2]. The vibrating vocal folds deter-
mine the fundamental frequency (F0). The singer’s voice
is therefore characterized by the physical structure of
the vocal system like the shape, size and muscularity of
vocal tract; the jaw movement (opening); the body and
tip of the tongue; the larynx position; and the expansion
of pharynx. Studies reveal that singers consciously or

unconsciously change the acoustic parameters to match
either the style of singing or the accompanying music, to
ornament his/her tone or to affect singing voice percep-
tion [3, 4]. Also, very often, singing is under the strong
influence of accompanied music which interferes with
the singer characteristics [5]. Moreover numerous
physiological changes occur in the singer’s voice with
the aging process, and these changes have a significant
effect on the acoustical features defining the singing
voice [6]. These wide governing factors make singer
identification (SID) a challenging task.
Each acoustic feature of the singing voice describes

the characteristic of a particular vocal organ. Shen et al.
[7] found that human perceptual system interprets and
processes a music signal using various kinds of acoustic
features. Therefore, a single type of acoustic feature does
not provide effective information to represent the
singing voice broadly. In this paper, we propose a new
approach for singer identification that exploits the com-
bination of four major acoustic features of singing voice,
namely, formants, harmonic spectral envelope, vibrato,
and timbre. From the pitch of singing voice, we
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characterized the vibrato (undulation of F0) and har-
monic spectral envelope features. Formants are governed
by the shape of vocal tract whereas timbre describes the
spectral characteristics which depend on shape and size
of the vocal cavities, i.e., spectral content of singer’s
voice. All these acoustic features closely describe the
singing voice production, i.e., the vocal system compris-
ing the respiratory parts, the vocal folds, and the vocal
tract. Consideration of these features together strongly
account to precise description of singing voice.
The songs of Bollywood are popular across the globe

and are the most often searched items on the web from
India [8]. Bollywood film songs have been described as
eclectic both in instrumentation and style [9]. But there
has been little research contribution on Indian film
songs and singers. As a first step in our research work,
we created the database of cappella singing voice of
popular singers from Indian film industry. The proposed
approach of SID can be used to cluster songs of similar
voices of singers in a music collection, or search the
singer of a query song. We have tested our SID approach
using a complete non-homogenous dataset which in-
cludes songs of wide time span for each singer, thus cap-
turing maximum variations in the singer’s voice.
Experimental results show that our proposed system is
robust and independent of song genre, language, and
style of singing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section

2 describes the related work. Section 3 discusses the
singer identification system, the acoustic features, and
their extraction process. The cappella database of Indian
playback singers used in the experimentation is de-
scribed in Section 4. In the results section of the paper,
we discuss effect of song duration on SID and compare
the performance of the classifiers for different principal
component analysis (PCA) dimension. Experimental re-
sults demonstrate that our SID system outperforms in
terms of volume of data, song duration, and SID accur-
acy when compared to other state-of-the-art approaches
using Indian song database.

2 Related work
Singer identification task initially was attempted by ap-
plying the existing speech processing techniques. Whit-
man et al. [10] attempted SID for a database of roughly
210 songs covering 21 artists using frequency content
features, which reported accuracies of approximately
50%. Singer identification developed by Tong Zhang [11]
used LPC Cepstral coefficients of each audio frame;
however, it was observed that the accuracy rate is not
consistent among the singers. Mel frequency cepstral co-
efficients (MFCC) are a vocal-related acoustic feature
that is the most commonly used speech recognition tool
which has been explored extensively for SID [12–17].

The problem observed with MFCC is that it fails to re-
tain the formant information of high pitched singing
voice as the harmonic components become sparse.
Kim and Whitman [18] proposed formant frequencies

and magnitudes analyzed via warped linear prediction as
key features to distinguish singers’ voices from one an-
other. The system of Shen et al. [7] considered spectral
centroid, spectral flux, spectral roll, zero crossing rate,
energy, and MFCC to form the timbre vector along with
rhythm and pitch features for the task of efficient music
retrieval, but the descriptors used for SID task are not
well defined. Other than SID, timbre has been explored
for other music-related research activities like vocal de-
tection [19], distinguish different types of musical instru-
ments or voices [20] etc. The investigations in [5, 21]
proved the effectiveness of vibrato feature in describing
the singing-voice characteristics. The most commonly
observed vibrato extraction process includes formulating
the F0 contour, where its spectral peak corresponds to
vibrato rate while the vibrato extent corresponds to F0
excursions [22–25]. The methods differ in the approach
of identifying and separation of vibrato segments; some
perform manual annotation while others do it automat-
ically. Bonjyotsna and Bhuyan [26] observed that the vi-
brato feature of Indian singers has not yet been analyzed
much. Mesaros and Moldovan [27] proposed SID using
energy coefficients as features determined using a Mel-
scaling of the FFT-bins and other method derived from
a fractional B-spline-based decomposition.
Jialie et al. [28] developed a hybrid model for singer

identification using multiple low-level features extracted
from both the vocal and non-vocal music segments. The
approach considered that the styles of song performed
by a singer could be relatively steady during a certain
period. However this assumption may not be true to all
singers, especially for Indian songs. Tsai and Lee [12]
proposed an entirely different approach for SID. The
approach investigated the singer identification by com-
bining the features of singer’s voices along with singer’s
spoken data. Experimental results indicated that the
system trained using only speech utterances performed
rather poorly in identifying singers, compared to that of
the system trained using cappella singing recordings.
In regard to Indian music, the two broad categories of

Indian songs are the Hindustani (North Indian style)
and the Carnatic (South Indian style). Carnatic singer
identification was proposed for six singers by Sridhar
and Geetha [29] for efficient music retrieval of Carnatic-
based songs. Saurabh et al. [30] identified ten singers
from North Indian classical music using timbre descrip-
tors for noise-free studio recordings accompanied with
continuous background music of tanpura and violin/har-
monium/flute, etc., and achieved an accuracy of 58.33%.
A technique of identifying singers using video songs
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from the Internet and CD for Indian playback singers
using cepstral coefficients is presented in [31, 32], how-
ever tested for a lower corpus. It is quite obvious, as the
number of music items (songs and singers) increase, the
performance of the system degrades due to noise and
presence of more similar songs in the database [28, 33].
The research approach by Patil et al. [34] used cepstral
mean subtracted MFCC for identifying 20 Indian play-
back singers, but operated on a large song duration of
60–166 s.
From the view point of extending the dimension of

singer identity, we propose to investigate an approach
that combines multiple acoustic features of singing
voice. Systematic evaluation and the approach adopted
for each acoustic feature extraction is presented in this
paper. Formant frequencies are investigated using the
combination of wavelet–LPC technique. We constructed
the harmonic spectral envelope feature from the pitch of
singing voice and found it to be unique for every singer.
Identifying the vibrato sections from the singing seg-
ment, we extracted the vibrato parameters (rate and ex-
tent). We analyzed different spectral timbre features and
selected spectral roll-off to characterize the timbre
feature.

3 Singer identification system—the methodology
In this section, we present the singer identification sys-
tem. The proposed experimental work extracts four
acoustic features to identify the singer from the given
segment of singing voice. The system operation is

divided in two phases: training and testing. The training
phase is the most crucial phase in any identification
based system. In the training phase, we compute the
acoustic features and analyzed them to find distinct
characteristic range of each feature for every singer. For
feature extraction, we used cappella singing segments of
3-s duration. Each analyzing singing voice segment is di-
vided into frames of 25 ms, with 10ms of overlapping in
the preprocessing stage. The frames are hamming win-
dowed to reduce the signal discontinuities. The features
extracted from all the training samples of each singer
are then assembled to form the feature vector to train
the classifier. The entire structure of the SID system is
shown in Fig. 1, and the information of each component
in the framework is discussed in detail.

3.1 Formants of singing voice
The formants are the natural resonances of the vocal
tract. The shape of vocal tract determines the location of
formants, reflected as the peaks in the spectral envelope
of the singing segment. The frequencies corresponding
to these peaks are called the formant frequencies which
characterize the singing voice. To compute formants, we
used a combination of wavelet transform with linear pre-
dictive coding (LPC) technique. This combination over-
comes the drawback of standard LPC approach. LPC
weighs all frequencies equally on a linear scale, while the
human perception characteristics are very close to
logarithmic [35]. Standard LPC can miss closely spaced
resonant peaks. The multi-resolution capability of

Fig. 1 Singer identification system
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wavelet transform provides high frequency resolution to
precisely capture formants from each subband according
to their perceptual importance. The spectral peaks cor-
responding to the maximum amplitude are extracted as
formants from each subband. The formant estimation
process is presented in Algorithm 1.

There are generally five formants relevant to sing-
ing, wherein, contribution to overall projection of
sound are believed to be made by formants higher
than the third [36]. To analyze this, we computed the
formants for different conditions on the roots of LPC
coefficients and observed the effect on the formants.
Figure 2 shows the result of formant analysis for a
particular singer. We observed that for roots closer to
unit circle (i.e., higher thresholds), LPC discarded
lower formants while retaining only higher order for-
mants. It indicated that higher formants more prom-
inently contribute to define the overall projection of
singing voice. For singer identification, we considered
the higher formants which are retained by the system

for the threshold value of 0.98. We considered 16-
dimensional vector to represent formant information,
containing formant frequencies F3, F4, F5, and F6,
their mean and variance along with their peak
amplitudes.

3.2 Vibrato of singing voice
One of the widely used quality measuring benchmark of
singing is vibrato. It is considered as a good singing style
acquired by the singers after many years of extensive
vocal training [21]. Vibrato of singing voice is an oscilla-
tory effect produced due to periodic variation in pitch of
a sustained note. It is the glottal source that generates
the pitch undulations.
Vibrato extraction begins with the analysis of pitch

of singing voice, to identify its periodic variations
around an average value. To compute pitch of the
singing voice, we used the Cepstrum technique, as
this method efficiently separates the excitation signal
(enclosing vibration of the vocal folds) from the
vocal tract [37]. We set the grid limit of vibrato ex-
tent to the maximum range of ± 1.5 semitone to ex-
tract the vibrato portion from the pitch contour.
The part of pitch contour that lies within this semi-
tone grid is identified as the vibrato. The identified
pitch contour is then filtered using cascaded stages
of high- and low-pass filters. We extracted two im-
portant parameters that define the vibrato com-
pletely—rate and extent. The vibrato rate is
dynamically calculated from the magnitude spectrum
of the filtered pitch contour by precisely finding the
location of largest peak. The extent is determined
from the maximum and minimum deviation of the
pitch contour from F0 in each vibrato period. This
generates 5-dimensional feature vector containing:

Fig. 2 Formants obtained for different condition on the root of LPC coefficients
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vibrato rate and its peak value and vibrato extent, its
maximum and minimum values. The vibrato estima-
tion process is presented in Algorithm 2.

3.3 Harmonic spectral envelope feature
In a singing voice, the periodic but abrupt opening
and closing of the vocal folds produces a glottal flow
waveform rich in harmonics. Soprano singers are
high pitched singers and have harmonics which are
widely spaced as compared to bass and tenor

singers. The analysis of harmonic spectrum is useful
in differentiating between low and high pitch singers.
Harmonics and formant location together makeup
the spectral shape of the sound. Harmonic spectral
envelope (HSE) is a novel feature we have used for
singer identification. We first obtained the spectral
envelope of the singing segment using LPC. The har-
monic spectral envelope is then constructed using
the spectral envelope. We have described the har-
monic spectral envelope as a function of harmonic
vector [2F0, 3F0, 4F0, 5F0…]. The spectral envelope
is now represented at the sample points of harmonic
vector. The obtained envelope is termed as harmonic
spectral envelope. The harmonic spectral envelope
estimation process is presented in Algorithm 3.

As the harmonic spectral envelope exists only at the
sampling instants of harmonics, it is relatively independ-
ent of interference of formants and formant variation.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 3 a–d Analysis of spectral timbre features for each singer (blue circle indicates male singer; white circle indicates female singer)
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Also we observed consistency in its spectral shape from
segment to segment for every singer. We explored this
characteristic of the harmonic spectral envelope for the
task of singer identification. To capture the spectral
shape information, we considered 70-dimensional fea-
ture vector of harmonic spectral envelope.

3.4 Timbre feature
In context with music, timbre describes the charac-
teristics sound of the instrument and its quality [38],
while in context of singing voice, timbre helps to
differentiate familiar voices. The different shape, size,
and thickness of the vocal organs combine to create
a particular timbre that personalizes the singer char-
acteristics [39]. Timbre is mainly determined from
the spectral components of the vocal organs that in-
clude the spectral envelope, the strength of har-
monics, and how the sound varies with time. Typical
timbral features obtained by capturing simple statis-
tics of the spectra include spectral centroid, spectral
roll-off, spectral flux, harmonic energy, spectral ir-
regularity, spectral flatness, and spectral bandwidth
[40].
We performed a detail analysis of spectral roll,

flux, centroid, and harmonic energy, to identify the
relevant timbre feature which could assist in describ-
ing the singer distinctively. These timbre features
were analyzed for 26 singers. The plot of each fea-
ture displaying the mean value for every singer is
shown in Fig. 3. The singer index 1 to 10 corres-
pond to female singers, while 11 to 26 indicate male
singers. The timbre feature suitable for the task of
SID is one which exhibits distinct mean for each
singer, and also the variance of the mean values is
large among all singers. As clearly evident from
Fig. 3, we observed such characteristics only for
spectral roll feature (Fig. 3a) as compared to other
timbre features. The analysis reveals that spectral
roll is more suitable for SID task than the other tim-
ber features.
Moreover, the spectral roll-off and centroid are the

features whose spectral attribute is a function of fre-
quency, while the rest of spectral descriptors depend
on the amplitude of spectral envelop. As the spectral
energy distribution changes with the sound character-
istics, the spectral flux and harmonic energy features
demonstrate larger and random variations in their
spectral values for a given singer. Such features are
not suitable for SID. Whereas the spectral roll-off and
centroid being function of frequency, they proved to
be consistent among singers. But Fig. 3c reveals that
the spectral centroid, i.e., the “center of mass” of the
spectrum of almost all the singers, lies between 1500
and 2500 Hz. Based on these investigations, in the

proposed work, we characterized timbre using only
the spectral roll-off feature. We considered 11-
dimendional feature vector computed from the peak
values of spectral roll-off histogram. The spectral roll-
off estimation process is presented in Algorithm 4.

3.5 Dimension reduction
As shown in Fig. 1, prior to the classifier, PCA is ap-
plied on the features extracted from the training sam-
ples. PCA is a powerful tool for analyzing data that
helps to reduce the dimension, without much loss of in-
formation. Its goal is to extract the important informa-
tion (i.e., capture most of the variance) from the data
and represent it as a set of new orthogonal variables
called principal components [41]. These principal com-
ponents can be obtained by two methods covariance
matrix and singular value decomposition. PCA actually
extracts components equal to the number of observed
variables being analyzed, but only the first few compo-
nents are retained, interpreted, and used in subsequent
analyses, as they account for meaningful amounts of
variance [42]. In our system, we obtained 102-
dimensional feature vector from formants (16-
dimensional), vibrato (5-dimensional), harmonic
spectral envelope (70-dimensional), and timbre (11-
dimensional). PCA is applied on the input feature
vector to obtain an information—concentrated feature
vector of dimension 1 × 60.

3.6 Classifier—support vector machine
Support vector machines (SVM) are discriminative clas-
sifiers widely used for pattern recognition and machine
learning. SVMs are basically linear two-class classifier
that consists of objects labeled with one of two labels
corresponding to the two classes [43]. For a given train-
ing data (Xi,Yi) for i = 1, 2,… . . N, with input vector Xi ∈
ℜd and label Yi ∈ {−1, +1}, the decision boundary f(X)
must classify all the points correctly.

f Xið Þ ≥0 Y i ¼ þ1
< 0 Y i ¼ −1

�

The decision boundary is commonly referred to as the
hyperplane, which separates data into parts, each part
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representing a class. This hyperplane could be linear or
non-linear depending on the data. As linear decision
functions are generally not rich enough for pattern
separation, kernel functions can be applied [44]. The
kernel function we used in our experimentation is
Gaussian Radial Basis Function. The Gaussian radial
basis function as defined in [45] is expressed in Eq. (2).

f xð Þ ¼ sign
Xn
i¼1

αi exp −
x−xij j2
σ2

( ) !

where xi indicates the input data points and x indi-
cates the testing data points; |x − xi|

2 is the squared Eu-
clidean distance between xi and x; σ defines the width of
the inner product kernel, i.e., area of influence the test
data has over the data space; and αi are scalar parame-
ters. For extending the SVM to multiclass application,
the practical alternative is to convert a two-class classi-
fier to a multiclass. This is called one-vs-the-rest ap-
proach [43]. Here, we train the SVM for each singer

using training samples from the database and classify
the test sample according to the largest discriminant
function value produced by the classifier.

4 Database
Variety of database exists for speech processing; how-
ever, researchers working in the field of music need to
prepare their own database as per the requirement of
one’s research. Also, the corpus varies depending on the
factors like the type of music, type of singers, ways of
singing, type of recording, and mediums of data collec-
tion. The proposed work consist of in-house developed
cappella database comprising songs of popular Indian
playback singers who have contributed to Bollywood
film industry over a span of more than 20 years. The
songs are taken from commercially available CD record-
ings with sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. Table 1 shows the
list of singers used in the SID experimentation.
Usually songs are accompanied with strong back-

ground music which is considered as the negative

Table 1 List of singers used in SID Experimentation

Singer index Singer Gender Span of songs used in the database (year) Language of the songs

1 Lata Mangeshkar F 1965–1985 Hindi, Marathi

2 Kavita Krishnamurthy F 1986–2012 Hindi

3 Sunidhi Chavan F 2004–2015 Hindi, Telegu

4 Shreya Ghoshal F 2008–2014 Hindi, Malayalam, Tamil, Kannada

5 Alka Yagnik F 1988–2010 Hindi

6 Anuradha Paudwal F 1985–2004 Hindi

7 Usha Mangeshkar F 1964–1983 Hindi, Marathi

8 Suraiya F 1947–1954 Hindi

9 Shamshad Begum F 1949–1960 Hindi

10 Geeta Dutt F 1958–1973 Hindi

11 Kishore Kumar M 1962–1982 Hindi

12 Sonu Nigum M 2000–2015 Hindi, Kannada

13 Amit Kumar M 1979–2003 Hindi

14 Ankit Tiwari M 2011–2016 Hindi

15 Mukush M 1958–1970 Hindi

16 Rafi M 1954–1979 Hindi

17 Adnan Sami M 1998–2015 Hindi

18 Arijit Singh M 2011–2016 Hindi

19 Kailash Kher M 1995–2011 Hindi

20 Sukhwinder Singh M 1998–2013 Hindi

21 Suresh Wadker M 1982–1996 Hindi, Marathi

22 Kumar Sanu M 1992–2004 Hindi

23 Manna Dey M 1958–1981 Hindi

24 Mahendra Kapoor M 1963–1974 Hindi

25 S P Balasubrahmanyam M 1991–2015 Hindi, Telegu

26 K J Yesudas M 1978–1990 Hindi
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influence affecting performance of singer identification
system [46–48]. The features extracted from such songs
do not solely represent the singing voice but a mixture
of the singing voice and the background interference.
Nwe and Li [5] in their research work have revealed that
singer identification accuracy can be improved by using
only vocal segments from the verse sections. To have a
true representation of the estimated acoustic features
and overcome the effect of the interfering background,
we used the singing segments from the songs having no
background interference.
Generally, a Bollywood Indian song structure has a

definite pattern: prelude, the mukhda (face of the song),
the interlude and the antaras! (Stanzas of the song). A
song begins with prelude music followed by the mukhda,
then continues with interlude music bridging the gap
between two or three antaras of the song. The mukhda
is repeated after every antara. The initial mukhda in
large number of songs is usually sung with less musical
accompaniment. We used this portion of the song for
collecting cappella singing voice segments.
Table 1 includes the overall time span (years) of the

songs included in the database for each singer. As the
songs are collected from different Bollywood films, they
are composed by diverse music composers, thereby
changing the singing style of the singer. The database not
only confines to songs in Hindi language but also includes
songs in Marathi, Telegu, Kannada, and Malayalam. The
purpose is to verify that singer characteristics are invariant
to language of the lyrics. This led to the development of a
complete non-homogenous database independent of type
of the song and style of singing, indirectly testing the
system for the so-called Album effect.

A large cappella database is created as there is a huge
availability and variety of Indian songs and singers. The
proposed work includes analysis of 26 singers (10 female
and 16 male singers) using 550 songs. Almost 20 songs
per singer accounting to nearly 40 to 45 cappella segments
(each of 3 s duration) per singer from different songs are
annotated manually for training and testing of the system
covering maximum variability in the singers’ voice.

5 Experimental analysis and results
In this section, we first address the various SID investi-
gations like effect of song duration and multi-language
testing of singer songs and compare performance of
classifiers for similar set of dataset and features. We
would like to analyze the robustness of our SID system
considering factors like singing style, album effect, and
the language of singing lyrics. We also present the effect-
iveness of our SID system in identifying the cover song.
In the last section, we compare the overall system per-
formance with existing SID state-of-the-art approaches
exploring Indian song and singers.

5.1 Effect of song duration on SID
The SID accuracy improves as song duration increases
[13]. To analyze the effect of song duration on SID per-
formance, we considered the songs of maximum 9-s
song duration. Initially, the SID accuracy are calculated
for each analyzing singing voice of duration 3 s. The
song duration is then gradually increased, and the result
of singer identification for different song duration is re-
corded as shown in Table 2. The analysis is the average
accuracy of 26 singers. We computed the results for the
combination of all the acoustic features (formants + HSE +
vibrato + timbre). As expected, the SID accuracy increased
as the song duration increased.
The SID accuracy is computed using Eq. (3)

Accuracy %ð Þ ¼ No:of correctly identified songs
Total number of songs

ð3Þ

We achieved an accuracy of 86% for a song duration
of 9 s. We used fourfold cross validation approach to cal-
culate the classification accuracy. In this approach, the
entire samples from the database of each analyzing

Table 2 Effect of song duration on SID performance

Song duration

3 s 6 s 9 s

SID accuracy (%) 79.73 82.02 86

Table 3 Effect of multi-language songs on SID performance

Singer
index

Language of the testing
song lyrics

SID accuracy (%)

Segment Level Song level

1 Marathi 66.66 75

3 Telegu 100 100

4 Malayalam, Tamil, Kannada 75 83.33

7 Marathi 66.66 76.66

12 Kannada 80 75

21 Marathi 65 72

25 Telegu 83.33 80

Average 76.66 80.28

Table 4 Performance of the classifiers for different PCA
dimension

Classifier PCA dimension SID accuracy (%)

SVM 60 86

10 65.11

GMM 60 41.29

10 35.72
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singer are grouped in four independent sets of nearly
equal size, out of which three sets are used for training
and one set is used for testing. The process is repeated
four times till each set appears once as a test set.

5.2 Test of SID performance for songs of multiple language
The language of song lyrics makes a different impact on
the listeners. In this section, we present the results of an
experimentation performed to observe the impact of con-
sidering songs sung by the singers in multiple language on
the SID system. The songs of Bollywood films are gener-
ally composed in Hindi language. Therefore, the initial
challenge for the experimentation was to identify the
multilingual singers from our Bollywood singer database.
We identified seven singers from the database who have
sung songs other than in Hindi language. A cappella data-
base of such multilingual singers is created. We perform
this experiment by training our system using only Hindi
songs from the database. The system is then tested for
multilingual songs of the test singer, i.e., songs other than
in Hindi language. As observed in Table 3, singer with
singer index 4 is tested for songs of Malayalam, Tamil, and
Kannada languages.
To our knowledge, no other research work has

attempted to test their SID system for multilingual
songs. It is observed that multilingual singers often sing
songs in a language which they do not understand. They
sing these songs by interpreting the meaning of the
lyrics and by the focus on the pronunciation of vowels
and consonants. Bollywood singers singing South Indian
songs especially Tamil, Kannada, and Telegu have to
drastically change their singing style. They need to
elaborate on the ragas, and there is possibility of losing
the naturalness of voice under the burden of words and
their emotion. This affects the acoustic features of the
singer consciously or unconsciously. The identification
accuracy shown in Table 3 is calculated at both segment
and song level. An average accuracy of 80.28% is
achieved at the song level in identifying the singers. One
of the contributing factor for achieving this accuracy is
the effect of amalgamation of multiple acoustic features.
A closer observation revealed similar timbral character-
istics among the songs of the multilingual singer. The
result obtained clearly implies that our SID system is in-
dependent of language of the lyrics of the song and can
effectively identify multilingual singers.

5.3 Classifier performance
Table 4 presents the comparison of SID results for two
different classifiers considering different PCA feature
vector dimension. We applied PCA on the input feature
vector of dimension 1 × 102. The difference in the result-
ant accuracy reveals the impact of PCA feature vector
dimension on the performance of SID system. Higher

identification accuracy is obtained for PCA dimension of
60 as compared to at 10. It clearly indicates that redu-
cing the dimension of the feature vector to smaller num-
ber of principal components accounts for loss of
valuable information. This is because the input feature
vector is constructed by combining four different acous-
tic features which are completely uncorrelated with one
another. The PCA dimension of 10 is therefore not ad-
equate to capture most of the essential variance of the
input feature vector.
Using PCA components as the feature vector, we com-

pared the performance of our SID system for two classi-
fiers—the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and support
vector machine (SVM). GMM is another widely used
classifier for MIR applications. In our experimentation,
we build GMM model for each singer using the multiple
features of each singer. The parameters of each GMM,
the mixture weights, mean vectors, and covariance
matrices are estimated from training samples of each
singer. The covariance matrices of GMM used in this
experimentation are diagonal. Mixtures of 16 Gauss-
ians are trained with 100 iterations of the EM algo-
rithm. For the given test singing segment, the
posterior probabilities of all the singer classes are
computed and the class with highest probability is
identified as the class of the unknown test song. We
observed that in comparison to Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) classifier, the SVM provide better classification
results. Using the fourfold cross-validation technique, we
obtained 86% SID accuracy with SVM whereas GMM
yielded to only 41.29%.

5.4 Robustness of SID system
The characteristics of Bollywood music are its diversity,
addictiveness, and expressiveness. It is a blend of various
singing styles, emotions, and rhythm. It is thus a challen-
ging and essential aspect to check on the robustness of
the SID system using the dynamically changing Bollywood
corpus. In this section, we discuss on the robustness of
our SID system.

5.4.1 Robustness to singing styles
Bollywood songs are the biggest fusion of music genre.
The broad categories of Indian “art” styles are the Hin-
dustani and the Carnatic. The Hindustani style of songs
is observed mostly in the North and North West region
of India while the Carnatic style is popularly governed in
the Southern portion of India. The lyrics in Bollywood
songs are framed describing the situations in the movies
such as “heightening a situation, emphasizing a mood,
and commenting on the theme and action” [49]. Sub-
sequently to make songs suitable to such situations,
Bollywood composers create a blend of the various song
genres from classical, folk as well as western to
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formulate the new compositions. Also, the songs of
Bollywood movies could be further categorized into ro-
mantic songs, sad songs, songs with Joy and Mirth, and
prayer songs (Bhajans). Playback singers need to modu-
late their voice according to the category of the song,
the situation in the movie and most important according
to the actor or actresses to whom they are lending their
voice.
Clearly, the large span of singer recordings used in our

database as mentioned in Table 1 covers large number
of movies and is a blender of variety of singing styles.
The database includes singing segments without taking
into consideration the singing style of the singer. The
acoustic features extracted from such singing segments
capture wide variations in the singer characteristics.
Clearly, the basic characteristics of the Bollywood music
itself make the database versatile and the system robust
to the singing styles of the singer.

5.4.2 Robustness to album effect
In the western music, especially pop singing, it is ob-
served that there is a close correlation of all the record-
ings in an album with the associated music or there is
observed to be a consistency in the singing style of the
singer within the album. Clearly, the systems using such
corpus get trained to the album’s style, rather than the
singer’s acoustic characteristics. This is called the “album

effect” which greatly affects the singer identification
process.
An album in Bollywood corresponds to songs of a sin-

gle movie, with nearly five to six songs in each. The
album effect is least observed with Bollywood movie
song database. The major reasons are discussed below:

� All the songs in the initial era of song recording
production were mostly composed by a single music
composer. But the impact of the western music
around 1970s on the Bollywood led to the
development of multi-composer albums. Such al-
bums lost the perception of commonness among the
songs within a movie, producing songs with unique
listening experience.

� Moreover as discussed in the earlier section, songs
included in an album were composed with an
intention to match the situation in the movie. Such
restrictions resulted in songs with different singing
style, emotion, and background music to be part of
the same album.

� Furthermore, the songs in an album of Bollywood
movies may not be necessarily sung by the same
singer, but by different singers as selected by the
music director.

Besides these significant factors, we have used data-
base of 550 songs for the experimentation that includes
albums which span songs of large recording period for
each singer. The album effect is more pronounced when
the songs are recorded within a relatively short time
span, wherein it becomes the natural tendency of the
composers to choose similar singing style and audio ef-
fects. The average recording span of the songs of all the
singers in our database as mentioned in Table 1 is

Fig. 4 Distribution of training and testing albums of a singer

Table 5 Experimentation to find the cover singer

Singer singing
the cover song
(singer index)

Original singer
of the song
(singer index)

Accuracy in
identifying
the cover
singer (%)

Identification of cover
singer as the original
singer of the song (%)

13 11 88 0

4 1 75 0
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approximately 17 years. This large span of recording
period clearly indicates the songs used in our experi-
mentation are taken from wide span of albums. This dis-
tribution of albums is shown in Fig. 4 for one of the
singer from our database (Singer 1). Both the training
and testing albums are represented with their recording
year. As shown in Fig. 4, more than 80% of the albums
used in training and testing of the classifier are mutually
exclusive. The cross validation process further shuffles
the training and testing albums for each testing iteration
of the singer songs. The system using such characteris-
tics of the database is robust to the album effect.

5.4.3 Robustness in identifying cover songs
Singer adopts the singing style to suit the lyrics of the
song. Amateur singers imitate the singing style of the
original singer and are to some extent successful in cre-
ating a perpetual impression of the original singer. Such
recordings of original singers by other artists are known

as cover version or cover songs. The SID system should
be robust in identifying such cover version of the songs.
To examine the robustness of our system in this direc-

tion, we collected cover songs and created an additional
database of such songs. Table 5 lists the singers of the
cover songs along with the original singer of the cover
songs. To have a systematic analysis in identifying the
singer of the cover song, we collected cover songs sung
by singers listed in our database. Furthermore, the ori-
ginal singers of the cover songs are also the singers in-
cluded in our database. To further increase the
complexity, we included the original songs of the cover
version in the training set of the original singer. The SID
system is tested for the cover songs, and the singer iden-
tification accuracy of these cover songs is presented in
Table 5. The results show that our SID system correctly
identifies the cover singer but none of the singers of the
cover songs are identified as the original singer of the
cover song. This clearly indicates that the classifier of
our system captures the characteristics of the singer, ra-
ther than the lyrics and structure of song. Results show
the proposed SID system is robust in identifying the
cover singers and is independent of singing lyrics.

5.5 SID performance comparison
Table 6 shows a detailed comparison of the proposed
work with other existing research works that have
experimented on Indian songs and singers.
For comparison, the performance parameters consid-

ered are volume of dataset and song duration. It is
clearly evident that there has not been much research
on singer identification of Indian singers. Moreover,

Table 6 Performance comparison of the proposed system (F female singers, M male singers)

Acoustic feature Experimental database Song duration Song level accuracy Remarks

Formant + HSE + Vibrato + timbre Bollywood singers
26 singers (10F, 16M)
550 songs

3–9 s 86% Proposed work

Method I: Carnatic interval cepstral
coefficients
Method II: MFCC
[29]

Carnatic singers
6 singers
116 songs

– Method I: 87%
Method II: 56%

Lower singer dataset

Timbre [30] North Indian singers
10 singers

5 s 58.33% Lower singer dataset

Timbre + pitch + MFCC + LPC [31] 6 singers (2F, 4 M)
300 songs

180 s 81% Audio portion taken from
video songs. Lower singer
dataset

MFCC + spectral features [32] Tamil singers
3 singers (2F, 1 M)
300 video songs

10 s 95% Audio portion taken from
video songs. Lower singer
dataset

Cepstral mean subtracted MFCC [34] Bollywood singers
20 singers (6F, 14 M)
500 songs

60–166 s 84.5% Longer Song duration

Perceptual linear prediction [50] Tamil singers
10 singers (5F, 5 M)
200 songs

20 s 55.56% Lower singer dataset

Table 7 Performance evaluation of existing Indian SID systems
(results are tested using our database of 26 singers with
maximum song duration of 9 s)

Method SID accuracy (%)

Formant + HSE + Vibrato + Timbre 86

Method II: MFCC [29] 26.50

Timbre [30] 25.05

Timbre + pitch + MFCC + LPC [31] 23.21

MFCC + spectral features [32] 38.38

Cepstral mean subtracted MFCC [34] 28.49

Perceptual linear prediction [50] 45.69
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many of them are based on single acoustic feature and
have experimented on lower singer dataset. The other
important performance factor is the song duration con-
sidered for SID. The song duration we used for the ex-
perimentation is least and efficient in identifying singers
from large dataset, as compared to other research work
using longer song duration for lower volume of singer
dataset. We have claimed identification accuracy of 86%
using song duration of maximum 9 s. Also, the analysis
presented in Table 2 supports that SID accuracy can be
further improved as the song duration increases.
To compare our SID system, we further evaluated the

performance of these existing SID methods using our data-
set. To ensure fair evaluation, we maintained the same set-
tings (like feature extraction approach and dimension of
feature vector) as mentioned in each research work. The
intention was to record the performance of these methods
for larger singer dataset and limited song duration. Table 7
presents the performance evaluation of six existing
methods (as mentioned in Table 6) with our SID system.
The results in Table 7 clearly revealed that the accuracy of

all the SID techniques is lower than the result obtained by
us when evaluated on our dataset. The factors that affected
the accuracy of these methods are the increased singer
count and lowered song duration, while the appropriate se-
lection of acoustic features in our system accounted for
higher accuracy. The comparison of the result with the
mentioned researches clearly indicates that our system is
more efficient and robust for MIR applications with refer-
ence to singer identification of Indian playback singers. We
strongly claim that ours is the first SID system considering
the four features, viz, formants, harmonic spectral envelope,
vibrato, and timbre, which is tested on large number of In-
dian playback singers and songs.
Few other observations from other research work are

mentioned here:

� The training and testing corpus duration are of
different length [11, 33].

� Consideration of association between instrument
configuration used and the songs performed by the
singer [28, 51], i.e., singers tend to work with
particular set of backing instruments.

� Create or record the dataset within a restricted
environment with a focus towards the acoustic
feature under investigation [27, 52].

Our presented work does not confine to any of these
hypotheses and proves its superiority over existing
approaches.

6 Conclusion
The research work has presented a framework that
primes to robust identification of the singers considering

multiple acoustic features of singing voice. We examined
the feasibility of the system on the database of pure
cappella samples of Bollywood playback singers and
measured the performance of these acoustic features in
describing the singer characteristics. The experimental
work revealed that use of multiple features can effect-
ively capture the singer characteristics from a hetero-
geneous database.
Our experimentation found that the higher formants

personalize the voice characteristics. Further, it demonstrated
that each singer has a specific pattern of the spectral har-
monic curve. The distribution of vibrato parameters—rate
and extent—proves vibrato as one of the informative
cues for singer identification task. We explored the
various spectral features of timbre and found spectral
roll-off correlating to singer characteristics by providing
distinct band of roll-off frequencies for each singer.
For the first time, we have experimentally demon-

strated that SID system can assist in identifying cover-
version songs which consist of re-recorded famous songs
by singers, having similar singing voice perception as the
original singer. Also, the effectiveness of SID system in
identifying the singer when it is tested for songs in
different languages is also demonstrated. This is due to
the fact that the proposed system is independent of
melody and music structure accompaniment of the
original song. The singer identification system is also
robust to album effect, as the system is tested for variety
of singer songs with different singing style, period of
recording, and language of the lyrics and includes songs
composed by diverse music composers.
In the future, we plan to extend the work to other MIR

applications like singer tracking in case of duet songs and
separation of singing voice from accompanied music and
analyze the variations in the acoustic features considering
songs over the performance period of a singer.
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